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Editorial
You can tell the road racing season is here with a vengeance. What with the 12 Stage Relays, East Hull 20 done
and dusted plus summer League just around the corner.
Talking of the 20, it was a resounding success with Nigel and his team deservedly receiving lots of positive
feedback via the usual channels.
This month's cover stars and editorial shot above are from the aforementioned race. Thanks as ever to David
Gowans (https:/ / www.facebook.com/ david.gowams) and David Gingell
(https:/ / www.facebook.com/ david.gingell.16) for the great shots.

Fixtures

Submit fixtures to
info@easthullharriers.com.

RacingSHO
rts

Tuesday 4th April

Tuesday 25th April

Winter League Race 6 + 7

Champagne League Race 2

Champagne League Race 4
Lockington
19.00

Forms are up in the clubhouse to put
your name down for the Paull race,
deadline to get involved is Thursday
23rd March

Sunday 30th April

Race day two weeks later, 6th April

Kirkbymoorside 10k
Memorial Hall High Street
Kirkbymoorside, North Yorkshire
YO626AT
14:00
£12.60 to £15.00

The final Winter league race takes place
on the 14th April, it's the "el classico" of
running the Brantingham hill race. It's
only a week after the Paull race so i'll be
putting forms in the next few weeks &
will also take name on here, don't miss
out on one of the best races of the year.

Church Street, North Cave
19.00
Strictly limited, see club notice board
for details

Thursday 6th April
EHH Winter League 6 ? Paull 5.5m
The Old Lighthouse Townend Road
Paull, HU12
18:45
FREE

Sunday 9th April

https:/ / www.sportsentrysolutions.com
/ new_race_page.php?recordID=200225

Mike Petersen

Vale of York 10
York Gliding Centre, Rufforth YO23
3NA
09:30
£18.00 - £20.00
https:/ / racebest.com/ races/
vale- of- york- 10
Hornsea Rotary One Third Marathon
Densholme Farm Hull Road Great
Hatfield, HU11 4UX
11:00
£18.00 - £20.00
http:/ / www.hornseathirdmarathon
.org.uk/ loginEntrant.php

Tuesday 11th April
Champagne League Race 3
Beverley Westwood
19.00

Friday 14th April
EHH Winter League 7 ? Good Friday
Hill Race
The Half Moon 61 Main Street Brough,
HU15 1HU
10:00
Free
Runners must register their interest
to run at least 7 days before the race
to receive handicap.

Tuesday 18th April
Summer League 1 ? New Ellerby 5
miles
New Ellerby Railway Inn HU11 5AP
19.00
30 UKA Athletes, £36 Unattached
Athletes, Entries ?on the night?will be
accepted £6 UKA, £7 UNA

Tuesday 2rd May
Summer League 2 ? Sproatley 6 mile
Sproatley Park Road Sproatley, East
Yorkshire HU11 4PG
19.15
Athletes, Entries ?on the night?will be
accepted £6 UKA, £7 UNA

Sunday 7th May
Ravenscar 1/ 2 marathon and 10k
Ravenscar Village Hall Church Road
Ravenscar, YO13 0LZ
09.30
Half Marathon - Advance Entry - 2016
Early Bird £10, 10k Advance Entry 2016 Early Bird £10
https:/ / www.sportsentrysolutions.com
/ new_race_page.php?recordID=200237
North Lincolnshire Half Marathon
Glanford Park Doncaster Road
Scunthorpe, DN15 8TD
9:00
Afilliated runner £27, Unafilliated
runner £29
http:/ / www.stuweb.co.uk/ events/
2017/ 05/ 07/ 2691/

Notices
EHH Summer BBQ
Date for your Diary
Sunday 27th August 2017
More details nearer the date but will be
the usual Pack run followed by food and
merriment....next day is August Bank
Holiday Monday.
Paul Nippress

Presentation Evening
Come and support your club and
celebrate all your hard work over the
last year.
Be great to see as many members (old
and new ) as possible so please spread
the word , it's a great night
Matthew Hayes

Tuesday 9th May

Fixtures

Champagne League Race 5
Brantingham Burrill Lane Brough,
HU15 1QJ
19.00

If there is a fixture I need to
add to the newsletter and
website then please send
details to to
info@easthullharriers.com.
To include a fixture I need the
- Date and time
- Event name,
- Location
- Cost
- And entry form ot link

Barton & District Phil Johnson 5k
Series (5k)
Barrow Haven Inn Barrow on Humber,
DN19 7EX
19.00
TBC

YorkshireVeteransCrossCountryChampionship2017
By Bev Jackson

Northern Racing College Doncaster 4th March 2017
On 4th March, Mike and I travelled to
the Northern Racing College at
Rossington Park, near Doncaster for
me to take part in the 2017 Yorkshire
Veterans Cross Country
Championships.
We arrived early in drizzly weather
conditions and after collecting my
number, we jogged round the
well- marked course. This consisted of
one large and one small lap for the
ladies race, the total distance being
just over 5K. Heavy rain the previous
day had resulted in parts of the course
being waterlogged, including a narrow
beck that had turned into a deep and
wide channel. Other sections of the
course were firm due to sandy ground,
but were very uneven.
During the course of the morning, the
weather changed from being damp,
cool and drizzly to sunny and warm,
with very little wind.
I was glad to have been round the
course as I lined up for the start at
13:00, as I knew where the tricky
sections were and was aware that
there was a bottleneck almost
straight after the start, where the
runners had to go through an open
gate.

The race started and in no time at all
we were all heading towards the gate,
where we all plunged through a muddy
and waterlogged section before
heading out onto part of the race
course. At this point, a gradual
downhill section led to a wood, where

the course narrowed once more. On
emerging from the wood, we ran
towards the flooded beck and after
crossing, began a gradual uphill to
complete the first lap (glad to have
had lots of practice crossing ditches
in pack runs! ).
I was pleased that the first lap was
the longer one of the two and
pushed on for the final small lap,
which also involved crossing the
flooded beck. I knew that once I got
to the muddy section at the gate
again, I only had approximately 400m
to the finish and feeling very tired,
with Mike cheering me on, I thought
about the last 400m of a speedwork
session and found a burst of speed
for the finish.
I was delighted to find out that I had
won the Championship in my
category, finishing 13th overall from
92 ladies.
After a jog recovery, we made our
way to the presentation area, where
everyone was provided with
complimentary coffee and
biscuits,which was a very nice touch.
The whole event was very enjoyable,
friendly and well organised.

Hardmoors55:TypeTwoFun
By Richey Buckle
By the time I had finished the coach
journey from Guisborough to
Helmsley, queued for kit check and
stood around chatting for two hours, I
had been up for six hours before we
eventually set off on this race. Having
said that, I?d got my head down at a
reasonable time the night before and I
always think that 5 and a half hours of
decent sleep is much more valuable
than eight hours of broken sleep in a
B&B or wherever. I managed to get on
the emptiest of the coaches anyway,
and chatted to Yannick Peron who
does a lot of longer events and is nice
and calm - his only sin is that he
comes from the wrong side of our city.
It always helps to get sat near
someone who isn?t going to get too
agitated on the coach, because it can
quickly rub off on you: I remember the
guy a few years ago who was throwing
his guts up on the coach because he
was so nervous about the run. Before
we set off, I wasn?t really feeling like I
was going to be doing a 55 mile run
with over 2000 metres of ascent.
People were chatting about Donny

Campbell - holder of the record time
for a winter Ramsay Round - being at
the race and speculating what time he
would do. The weather was great and
it was an easy decision to start the
race in shorts and t- shirt. This was a
big difference from the 55 some other
years. In fact, I used to feel a bit cursed
with this one, having dropped out
ridiculously early at Kildale in 2013 due
to not being able to eat anything or
stay warm - we had 5 foot snowdrifts
on Blowarth that year. The year after I
had to stop at the White Horse
checkpoint to look after a hypothermic
runner I had been doing the race with.
Both of these were when the race was
run in the Guisborough - Helmsley
direction. It was nice to run it in the
opposite direction this year, although
it did feel a bit like I was doing the first
half of the 110 at times; not always a
pleasant sensation.
I had thought my race strategy was
going to be to go at my own pace and
not get dragged on by the fast lads:
this was supposed to be training for
the Lakeland 100 later in the year and
anyway, I?ve never been able to race
runs over about 40 miles and stay

strong from start to finish. There was
quite a strong field though, and some
lads I knew whose company was fun,
so I ended up running with Jamie for
the first 20 miles to Osmotherley. This
was much faster than I had intended,
but I felt really good and there are
some really runnable, fun sections on
this part of the course. running along
the side of the glider airfield and
having good visibility over ?the best
view in England?at Sutton Bank were
real highlights. Despite moving quickly,
we were eating and drinking well,
taking care of ourselves as we needed
to in order to ensure the later stages
of the race were not too bad. It was
great to be in and out of Osmotherley
check point quickly and eat some solid
food walking up the hills in the mile or
so leaving it. At this stage, I happily let
some of the runners I had been
travelling with get away from me. I
knew they were better than me at the
distance and I?d used them to give me
a nice quick start and get some time in
the bank. My main target was to finish
in under 10 hours so that I didn?t have
to get my head torch out and wander
around Guisborough woods in the
dark. Soon after this, we hit the Three

Sisters. This is probably the hilliest
section of the course: you go over
Carlton Bank, Wainstones and Clay
Bank. A lot of runners complain about
this section being hard, but after
running quickly for a good few hours, I
was really happy to have a bit of
variety and power walk up some
sustained hills. I cracked out the old
trekking poles and made short work of
the up- hills. Shoe choice and tired legs
meant that I couldn?t take the
down- hills at anything like the pace I
would have liked. A couple of runners
passed me, but not the stream I had
expected. It was good to stumble into
the check point at the bottom of Clay
Bank. I had run out of water some
miles back and was feeling a bit dizzy
on the descents by this point. My
stomach muscles felt under a lot of
strain - something I haven?t suffered
before and I?m assuming it had
something to do with having lifted my
feet higher than usual on the quick
and runnable early sections of the
course. Unfortunately, the first guy I
saw when I got into the checkpoint
was dropping out of the race. I?d
normally do my best to talk a runner
out of this, but he?d gone over heavily
on his ankle, and the next 15 miles
were the hardest part of the course,
so this was the sensible decision. I
usually take one 500ml bottle of water
and one of water- with- Mountain Fuel
when I run, but having run out of
water on the last section and not
being able to stomach the powdered
fuel anymore, I emptied out my bottle

on the ground to refill them both with
water. It says a lot about my state
that I then sat down on the ground for
a rest and wondered out loud why the
patch of grass I had sat on was
soaking wet! I took just a few
minutes out here, then set off up the
hill to my least favourite section of the
course. By now, although I had all the
proper food I needed in my pack, I only
felt like picking at sweets. I was still
drinking plenty of water, though. I
would pick up in another four miles,
and that?s probably because the water
had worked its way into my system by
this time.

Blowarth Crossing is always a bit
mind- numbing. It?s not flat, but there?s
no excuse not to keep running.
Likewise, there are loads of large
stones covering the track, so you have
to watch your footing the whole time.
It?s usually a grim, bleak and exposed
place, but this year the weather was
quite nice and somehow it was almost
entirely sheltered. I fell in running with
a younger guy who had caught me,
and we got to chatting and running a
good pace. Unfortunately, I went over
badly on my ankle, exacerbating an
injury from a couple of weeks ago and
giving me a lot of pain. I let him go,

because he was running just a little
quicker than suited me at this point. I
got going again on my ankle, working
my way back to a full run. The worst
thing about this track is that it seems
to go on forever. You can see Kildale
down to your left (the next indoor
checkpoint), but the track takes you
past it on the high ground before
allowing you to eventually turn back
on yourself for the descent down a
better surfaced road into the village. I
turned my ankle a second time whilst
looking for where best to place my
feet as a sodding mountain biker
came the other way along the track.
Again, I started to walk the pain off,
growing to a jog and then a run.
Coming down to Kildale I got a big
pick- up psychologically. Not only can
you see Kildale from some way off, but
all of the remaining landmarks on the
course: Captain Cook?s Monument,
Roseberry Topping and High- Cliff Nab.
There was lots of good food in Kildale
village hall, but I didn?t feel like any of
it. I just had half a can of Coke from
my drop bag. I don?t think I suffered
too much from this during the race,
but it probably didn?t help for
afterwards. As I was leaving the check
point, the first lady was just coming in.
I knew it was a pretty strong female
field, so I had been expecting to be
caught for a while.
I cracked my poles back out for this
last section and enjoyed the running
through the woods to the next check
point before slowing to a purposeful
walk up the steps to Captain Cook?s. I
was caught by the female winner
here, but didn?t really mind: big respect
for her knowing the state her feet
were in after the race and how much
time she made up on me in this last
section of the race.
I wish I could have enjoyed Roseberry
Topping more, but have to admit it felt
like a massive slog round to the gate
and then both down to the bottom
and up to the Topping itself. I did enjoy
the company and view at the top,
although no doubt sunset would have
been more spectacular, even if it
would have meant I had made much
slower progress. I felt some
disappointment at the top that they
didn?t have any more than some
sweets and water, which left me
feeling a bit under- fuelled for the last
section of the race. Knowing that it
was the last section (I didn?t know
how far was left and underestimated
it by a good bit) and having seen the
positions of the runners directly
behind me on the out- and- back up
the Topping, I got running at a serious
pace again once I had got back on the

road to Guisborough Woods. It was
good to see the yellow of the taped
part of the course once again too. I
missed one turning allowing the next
couple of guys to catch me, but didn?t
mind as it gave me someone to run
with for the last few miles. Again, the
route takes you around the houses to
make up distance, so we could see
Guisborough for a good 45 minutes
before we were able to drop down
from the woods. The race organiser
was loitering in the woods here, so I
was able to lift my spirits by giving
him some abuse. The final section was
a mile on a disused railway track, so
we ran it as quickly as we could to get
it over with. Guisborough Sea Cadets
was a very welcome sight at this
point. Once we had logged our times, I
sat down to rest and felt pretty awful.
I had felt hot all the way round the
course, even when the weather wasn?t
particularly warm, and now my body
wasn?t cooling down. Some friends
who had already finished and their
families helped sort me out with my
warm kit and some tea, and within
twenty minutes I was feeling a bit

more human. An hour later, after some
chicken curry, I was okay to walk back
to the car in the rain. I?d finished the
race in 9:17, about half an hour quicker
than two years previous in the easier
direction when we?d had a following
wind behind us the whole way. Donny
Campbell had finished in 7:31. Jamie,
who I?d been running with for the first
section, had speeded up and managed
to finish third in 8:11.
Running that distance fairly hard was
a bit tough! I need to learn some
lessons about fuelling and pacing, as
well as give a bit more time over to my
training and potentially look for a new
model of shoe if I?m going to complete
certain races later in the year. My
ankle?s knackered now, but I think it?s
just ligaments, and nothing one week
off from training and one week gentle
won?t fix. These races are definitely
more of an adventure rather than a
run or race, and I?d recommend them
to anyone who wants to get outside
for an extended period of time in good
company or just a good challenge to
themselves.

SilverstoneHalf Marathon2017
By Dave Playforth
On Sunday 12th March almost 8,000 runners converged on the home of the British Grand
prix, Silverstone, to take part in The Adidas Silverstone Half Marathon. Amongst the
runners were 6 members of East Hull Harriers, the morning started with heavy rain but
fortunately it gradually eased and disappeared before the 12 noon start.

The route starts and finishes on the iconic race track, following a lap of the track the
course then goes into the numerous infield circuits and support roads before a final 2.75
miles on the race track. The fast drying nature of the race track ensured there were not
many puddles on the racing line although the infield sections had a number of wet
sections.
The event is run by the organisers of the London Marathon and is very well organised
from the moment runners arrive to the time they cross the finish line. In terms of value
for money this is an excellent event, with an entry fee of £23, finishers received a goody
bag containing a medal, a t- shirt, various drinks, fruit bars, massage oil, sun cream and
deodorants to name but a few of its contents!
The nature of the race track makes it a very fast course although you have to take the
racing line otherwise you will run slightly over distance as a number of runners discovered.
First Harrier back was Paul Bennett with a time of 1:30:15, followed by Vince McGowan
1:32:45, Dave Playforth 1:49:40, Paul Wright 1:57:38, Vicky Stone 2:10:21 and Sheila
Maddison 2:26:41.
Paul gained a 4
minute PB whilst
proof hard work
and determination
pays off Sheila
managed a 25
minute PB!
All in all a great day
out for the Red
Vests of East Hull
Harriers and surely
proof if anyone is
wanting the
chance to run
round the home of
British Motorsport
and run a fast time
this is the event
for you.

Inter CountiesCrossCountryChampionships2017
By Rob Weekes

chance of a flying start- even if I
wanted to.

11th march, prestwold hall
Loughborough. As I lined up at the
back of the humberside pen and
looked around me I realised there was
the very real chance of me finishing
last in this race!

It was 12k with one small and two
large loops of the grounds, gently
rolling and not too soft, it was one of
the more mellow courses and
reasonably quick. I soon settled in at
the back with Richey a dozen yards up
and maybe ten guys behind me, my
target was not to be the last
Humberside runner and score for the
team event.

After qualifying through the reserves
list after the recent Humberside
championships, it had been full steam
ahead with training for the London
marathon. This meant no reduction in
mileage or intensity through the
month of march and my legs felt like
lead as I got changed next to Richie
buckles car. Quick bacon buttie and
turbo coffee took the edge off but I
still felt the most over cooked I've ever
been for a race.
We bimbled down to the Humberside
tent. "Gold vest with Humberside on
the back! " The bloke said too me. I
had my vest on backwards, what a
dick, not the best start!
In the pens, the teams are organised
with the fastest runner at the front,
down to the slowest runner at the
back, so when the gun went I had no

Half way through the little loop and
the front pack are off about 400
meters away, great to watch Olympic
runner Andy Vernon do his thing, top
athlete!
My breathing eased into the first of
the big loops and I started to pass
people on the long climbs, I could still
just about see Dickies shiny head in
the crowd in front so knew I wasn't
doing too shit.
Onto the last lap and my legs woke up
and started to work and I reeled in
stragglers one at a time, picking them
off and moving on to the next target.
800m to go I put the hammer down

and give everything I had, sprinting
down the finishing straight to take
229th position out of 283 finishers
and the last scoring place in the 6 man
team event. Richey was 35 seconds or
so up on me and 30 seconds behind
Gregan "Timmy mallet" Clarkson, with
places 211 and 192 respectively, josh
Taylor brown and Harry Holmes both
had solid runs with josh in at 157th
and harry 137th and our top man was
Kingstons rising star Harry Powell in
53rd place. Andrew weaver finished in
266th position, with two of our
runners dropping out of the race
(fannies).
Top day out and a real pleasure and
privilege to be there in county colours
racing with and against some top
runners!

Left: Rob Weekes and Richey Buckle
Above: The dashing gold vest

East Midland10k
By Paul Reed
After Christmas I decided that I really
didn?t like cross country that much
and I would concentrate on 10K?s
from now on. I resolved to train
harder and specifically for that
distance all thru the year.
This would involve week A doing
intervals, (between 8 and 10 one
kilometre speed repeats), on a
Tuesday afternoon, something
easyish on Thursday with a fast park
run on the Saturday, and the
following week B doing a decent
tempo 10K early in the week then
hills on the Thursday and my normal
?social? park run on Saturday. Then
repeat week A and B all summer,
races permitting.
I know that doesn?t sound much but
it was double to nearly triple my
normal training work load.
Things where going really well and I
could see time improvements in my
speed work and hill work.
Encouraged by the gains I started to
look for a fast 10K race in March to
see how it was going. Gainsboro was
full up and the Trafford 10K looked
like it was a bit too seriously speedy
for a plodder like me, and was about
to sign up for a social Golden Fleece
meander again when I spotted the
?East Midlands 10K? at Nottingham.
It was at the national water sports
centre (didn?t know there was a
national centre for it) and after a bit
of pissing about on the web site, it
seemed to be 2 laps round a large
rowing lake ? ooooo not quite what I
was thinking but more like an
extended park run. I signed up there
n then.
Just over 2 weeks to go and I was
doing my last hard interval session
before the race and was half way
thru the 3rd one kilo max effort
when I felt a dreaded sharp pain in
my right calf. I stopped running
immediately and went home to
check my leg out.
A couple of hours later after lots
massaging and rolling the calf I could
hardly walk up the stairs. I rested it
till Saturday by which time it seemed
to have freed up, so thought I?d have
a very gentle park run to test it ?
Not good, after 700m a pain
re- appeared now in both legs so I

walked most of the park run in my
slowest ever time of nearly 38 mins ?
oh well that?s the Nottingham 10K out
the window I thought.
By the following Saturday after no
running and just a bit of cycling, I tried
the park run again, this time there was
no real pain but also no real speed, I
ran round in a bit over 24 mins chasing
Karl, while trying pretty hard but with
nothing left in the tank to go any faster
? Looks like I can at least ?run? the
10K now, but will the pain re- appear
and at what pace after missing the last
2 weeks of training with only one week
to go?
Day of the race, up early and decided to
have a gentle car drive to Nottingham
via the bridge and Lincoln, trying to be
as economical on fuel as possible. The
85 mile journey took about 1 hour 50
mins and the best bit was the 56mpg
the dash computer was telling me, well
at least that?s saved me a few quid ? ..
was short lived tho, the 5 pound
parking when there was a bit of a
shock.
Still had 50 mins to go so popped to
the bogs and got changed and as I was
walking back to the car I thought I felt
a few spots of rain.
Over the next 30 mins it continued to

down ? mmmm deep joy.
At the 5K marker I clicked my watch ?
oooo 22.35 that's a surprise, well
inside PB pace but thought it didn?t
seem too believable.
1st lap done, now it was just a
straight lap of the lake with no
detours and pan flat, I overtook a few
and tried to latch on to a couple who
was sneeking by.
7K ? it was now absolutely pissing it
down, my glasses were waterlogged
and couldn?t see the screen on my
watch, on to the back straight of the
lake into the gale, the swans where
hiding their heads in the water, but
think my head was wetter than theirs,
The rowers on the lake didn't look
happy, I deffo wasn?t, I was drenched
and my hands had stopped working in
the cold. I?d no idea of my pace or time
and was starting to wonder what the
hell was I doing this for ? Coniston
10K last year was tropical compared
to this purgatory.

spot with rain while I sat in the car
watching the other runners mill about,
at 15 mins to go, I decided its time to
get out the car and go do my warm up
while getting to the start which was
about 600m away. Thought I wouldn?t
take any bags or stuff, seeing as it
was so close.
At the designated time of the start
they informed us there was gunna be
a 10 min delay.
This is when I spotted fellow harrier
Stephen Graham, sheltering from the
cold, he said he was hoping for 42
mins ish, recent injury permitting and
maybe first in M65. He said I should
tag along with him. I declined knowing
that?s about 3 to 4 mins better than
my PB and prob 6 mins or more faster
than I expected to run today
Finally at 9.40am the race started,
while it seemed to be spitting with
rain a tad harder, not too bad I
thought, should keep me cool.
I set off at my normal race pace and
tucked in with a few other runners.
1K done, 4 mins 30 ish, nicely on equal
PB pace, then the rain got heavier,
2K approaching the end of the lake, in
just over 9 mins, this wind is getting
blustery, so tucked in behind a fat lad
and let him break wind.
4K slight detour to the right off the
path and round by the white water
area and car park, turning left to re
join the lake perimeter path it was
blowing a gale and now persisting it

9K, ok nearly there, the 2 runners I had
tried to keep up with had started to
pull away but I still hoped I was on for
a good time.
Finish line in sight with 250m to go I
heard the commentator say its just
over 46 mins, bugga, guessed I still
had nearly a minutes worth of running
and knew my PB had gone again ? .
Crossing the line, just managed to
stop the watch with my frozen fingers
on the second attempt and saw 46.39,
oh heck, 1 second slower than even
Scarboro?s disappointing effort last
year.
Queueing for the T shirt n medal, I
started to shiver. I decided once I got
the mementos to get straight back to

the car and get some dry clothes on
before I got hypothermia. The walk
back to the car in the driving rain was
torture, my body was aching n shaking
and both calfs were seizing up.
At the car I had another problem, my
car keys were in a zipped pocket in my
shorts, but couldn?t get my frozen
fingers to move the zip. Eventually I
managed it and got in the car, took the
soaking wet EHH vest off and put my
dry EHH hoody on. Oooo thats better,
the car heater helped a bit too.
After 10 mins felt I was warm enough
to venture back in the rain to the
nearby toilet to put dry trousers, kegs,
socks n shoes on. Leaving the toilet in
the lovely dry clothes I realised it had
stopped raining.
Sure God does it to me on purpose ! !
I could now operate my watch and
realised the 5K marker was about 190
metres early so was premature by
about 45 secs, so was already 10 to 15
secs outside my PB pace at half way.
The T shirt n medal was ok ? . if you
like green ? . and the course is dead
flat, except for a tiny slope on the first
lap 400m detour, and should be very
fast in ideal conditions. I just needed
to be injury free and with better
weather I?m sure I?d have smashed my
PB. Not too bad for 16 quid, plus the
dreaded £1.60 admin charge.
I?ll be there again next year, hopefully
fit n healthy and in the M55?s so might
be in for a prize ? yea, as if lol
Paul Reed.. Pos 148 out of 861.. Gun
time 47.00 ? . Chip 46.39 ? M50 Pos 7
out of 30
Stephen Graham.. Pos 117 out of 861
? Gun time 45.40 ? . Chip 45.38 ? M65

Reward for a job well done, Magda, Debbie, the thorn between the roses, Mandy, Kirsty.

G
oldenFleece(15Miler -that'senoughFor meThanks)
By Keith Conkerton

The Golden Fleece is an event by
the South Cave Scout Group, there
are two choices of route that you
can take a short (as if) 15 miler, or
the long (I?ll say) 27.5 miles. It?s
been a popular and successful
event for East Hull Harriers and the
long route has been completed first
by one of our red brethren every
year since 2013. This year was
doubly successful as both races
were won by an East Hull Harrier,
Rob Weekes coming home first in
the long route and Danny Wilson
winning the shorter race.
Both courses start and finish
adjacent to South Cave church and
follow the same route until round
about mile 7, where the long route
takes a left turn, straight up a hill,
which seems to make those doing
it even more resolute and
determined. For my part I was
pleased to be taking the soft(er)
option of the short route, which
still has mud and hills aplenty.
Up until this point there had been
quite a number of Harriers running
more or less as a pack, with a bit of
see- sawing for leadership of the
group. In this improvised pack were
Mandy Davison, Debbie Jacketts,
Wayne Martindale, Dave Rimmer,
Kirsty Wilson, Magdalena Zaremba

Our car load, Magda, Mandy, Debs, Kirsty and me, plus interloper Lucy getting in
on the act, before that race.

and myself all doing the short
route, while Guy Gibson, Carole Fee
and Alison Burnett had opted for
the long run.
At the split point for the two routes
there was a very well stocked
refreshment tent with drinks, jelly
babies flap jack and numerous
other snacks that are too tempting
not to have, this may seem a little
odd to runners, but it is after all
primarily a walkers event and
common place for them, with this
in mind, we had our fill and felt
justified doing so.

At this stage Kirsty, Magda and me
became a trio and splintered off
from the rest of our group, which
was quite a brave move as we were
basically going on instinct and
vague memory for the rest of the
way, however this proved to be
good enough for us as we reached
every check in point with no issues,
we even advised others of the way
to go at one stage ? and more to
the point, they believed us.
The countryside we were travelling
through was fantastic and we all
remarked how great it was to be

Magda and Kirsty at the split point,
just after having our fill of flapjacks
and jelly beans.

pushing ourselves through the
mud and hills as opposed to sitting
at home watching telly and putting
weight on, Magda and Kirsty were
presented with the opportunity to
work even harder as they carried
the back packs all the way round,
even though I asked at more or less
every mile if they wanted me to be
the pack horse for a while ?
actually I asked once at the end ?
but I know when I?m onto a good
thing. Kirsty was burdened greater
by carrying my heavy waterproof,
an item that caused her to fall in
typical Kirsty style in the car park,
causing concern amongst all but
those who know her. Mind you she
got her own back by ?mislaying? it
in the church hall when we
finished.
We?d even done some learning on
the route when Magda was
informed by a more knowledgeable
(some may say smart arsed) walker
that what she?d called a gate, was
actually a restrictor ? who the hell
knew? Not us that?s for sure. But
needless to say it was the cause of
a few ironic giggles every time we
came across another one.
All in all we had a great time doing
the Golden Fleece and partly
through the reflected glory of the

Magda enjoying the foothills of the
Yorkshire Dales.

achievements of our Harrier team
mates, partly because of the much
better that expected weather
forecast, the three of us, plus
Mandy and Debbie decided a beer
basking in the March spring at the
pier was necessary to complete the
occasion.

More Harrier finishers, including Darren, Lucy, 15 mile champ. Danny and Gary.

Contact
Any errors or feedback please send to
the email below
info@easthullharriers.com

